
Black and White Sentiment Candle. 
 
Product description 50-60 words (Actual Words Count = 55 words)  
 
For those special moments in life a personalized sentiment candle that helps you lend a 
poetic grace to special romantic moments. Gift our personalized sentiment candle and 
watch the face of your loved one glow in the soft light emitted from the candle when it is 
lighted. A personalized sentiment candle to express your love! 
 

Black and white Sentiment candle product description 100-120 
words. (Actual Word Count = 124 words)  
 
A personalized sentiment candle to capture those once in a lifetime moments that can 
leave a deep imprint on your memory! For special days like marriage anniversaries or 
romantic dates our personalized sentiment candles allow you to mention the date of the 
event and name of the receiver.  Add the name of the receiver on the front and a special 
verse or your own limerick under sentiment verse to the personalized sentiment candle up 
to 40 characters and watch the receiver smile softly when they receive it. Our 
personalized sentiment candle is 13cm in height; 7cm in depth and 7 cm in width give 
this gift of love and watch the reflection of the soft candle light on the face of that special 
person. 
 

Hip Flasks  
Web content 350-400 words. (Actual word count = 385 words)  
Men love masculine gifts, what better gift than a hip flask that he can proudly pull out in 
front of the gang of boys and say my girl/wife gifted it. Gift the man in your life a hip 
flask from our unique collection. These hip flasks even offer you the option of 
personalizing them. Our wide collection includes a 60oz stainless steel hip flask, a  
 happy 1st Father’s day hip flask for the new proud father. Gift a hip flask to your father 
on Father’s day and he will proudly show it around. If you who have a taste for the 
unusual we have a funky pink hip flask for you. For those who have an eclectic taste we 
have a pewter hip flask, it is hand made and comes with some characteristic markings. 
Pewter is a very soft material and this hip flask makes a great gift for any occasion. Are 
you looking for an exclusive gift, for the man in your life, choose a gift from our wide 
range of hip flasks? For men who like to do things in style we have a black leather hip 
flask which is made of stainless steel and is covered with black leather, that comes in a 
gift box with a funnel. You could get the same hip flask in tan leather too. The best part is 
they come with a personalize plaque with message up to 50 characters. If you are one of 
those who like pink and are not afraid to flaunt it choose our pink hip flask with a 
compact mirror set, this funky piece which is 2.5oz can be personalized up to 45 
characters. The depth of the hip flask is 2cm and the mirror is 1 cm, height is 9cm and the 
mirror is 6cm and the width is 6.5 cm and the mirror 6cm. A gorgeous pink leather look 



hip flask studded with crystals and can be personalize up to 45 characters forms a part of 
our eclectic collection. It is 2 cm in depth, 11.5 cm in height and 9.5 cm in width. A 
perfect gift for the man who likes to flaunt his assets. Select a piece from our eclectic 
collection and watch the man in your life appreciate your taste and respect you for 
understanding his needs 
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